Bachelor / Master thesis
CTA, H.E.S.S., Fermi LAT, SWGO
2022 / 2023

Thesis topics:
1. Origin of UHECR: modelling the composition-dependent anisotropy
2. Estimating the potential of SWGO to study Lorentz invariance violation
3. HESS J1828-111 : A New Pulsar Wind Nebula?
4. A Gamma-ray Halo around other Galaxies - Dark Matter or Cosmic Rays?
5. The 2021 outburst of RS Ophiuchi – predicting gamma-ray emission from Novae
6. How disruptive are the Starlink Satellites to gamma-ray astronomy?
7. Analysis of moonlight & twilight data of H.E.S.S.
8. Testing and optimization of ASICs for CTA cameras
9. Characterization of photosensors of CTA

Contact:
Prof. Dr. Stefan Funk, s.funk@fau.de
Büro 219, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1

Master’s Thesis
Spring 2022
Ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) are the most energetic particles known in the Universe,
reaching up to hundreds of EeV. With energies ∼ 107 times higher than energies obtained by
human-made accelerators, these particles act as valuable probes for the extremes of the Universe
as well as for the limits of standard physics. Nevertheless, being charged particles, cosmic rays are
deviated by magnetic fields in their propagation, masking the position of their sources. Because of
this, the origin of UHECR remains one of the key open questions in astroparticle physics decades
after their discovery.

Origin of UHECR: modelling the composition-dependent anisotropy
In the last years, the first hints of an anisotropy in the distribution of arrival directions were detected by the Pierre Auger Observatory, the largest ever built cosmic ray observatory, covering
∼ 3000 km2 (more than three times larger than Berlin) in Mendoza, Argentina. These new pieces
of evidence strongly indicate that the most energetic UHECR come from outside our galaxy and
opened a new era in the quest for their origin. The aim of this thesis is to try to model one of the
latest of these measurements: a mass-dependent anisotropy for UHECR events laying on and off
the galactic plane.
Physics topics related to this work:
• Propagation of UHECR
• Experimental detection of astroparticles
Skills acquired during this work:
• Monte Carlo methods (using python and
maybe also C++)
• Phenomenological modelling
• Robust data analysis techniques

Interested? Please get in touch:
• Dr. Rodrigo Guedes Lang, rodrigo.lang@fau.de
Büro 324, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1
• Prof. Dr. Stefan Funk, s.funk@fau.de
Büro 219, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1

Artistic impression of a UHECR air shower over the Pierre Auger Observatory.
Image credit: A. Chantelauze / S. Staffi / L. Bret / Pierre Auger Observatory.

Master’s Thesis
Spring 2022
Relativity has been one of the most widely tested theories ever and yet it has survived every
experimental test so far. Nevertheless, several novel high-energy models either accommodate or
assume some deviation of relativity via Lorentz invariance violation (LIV). This effect is expected
to become significant only at the highest energies and, thus, astroparticles play a crucial role in
searching for signals of LIV.

Estimating the potential of SWGO to study Lorentz invariance violation
Over the last years, the potentiality of using astroparticles as a probe for LIV has been extensively
proved. In particular, very-high-energy (VHE) gamma rays play an important role in this search
due to their high energy, long travel distance (which leads to accumulation of the effects), and
exceptional experimental precision. Several phenomenological tests of LIV using data from the
current generation of experiments have been performed. No signal of LIV has been detected,
leading to the most restrictive limits on the energy range of validity of relativity imposed up to date.
The Southern Wide-field Gamma-ray Observatory (SWGO) is a planned future ground-particlebased experiment to be built high in the Andes currently in the research and development phase.
The aim of this thesis is to estimate the potential of SWGO to study LIV, in particular by calculating
the expected level of imprint in data coming from a modified interaction of gamma rays with the
extra-galactic background light (EBL) and/or from photons of different energy having a different
“speed of light” due to LIV.
Physics topics related to this work:
• Lorentz invariance violation
• Propagation of gamma rays and the EBL
• Ground-based gamma-ray observatories
Skills acquired during this work:
• Phenomenological interplay between theoretical and experimental physics
• Data analysis techniques

Interested? Please get in touch:
• Dr. Rodrigo Guedes Lang, rodrigo.lang@fau.de
Büro 324, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1
• Prof. Dr. Stefan Funk, s.funk@fau.de
Büro 219, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1

Scheme of SWGO
Credits: Richard White, MPIK.

Master’s Thesis
Spring 2022

Gamma-ray astronomy searches for evidence of astrophysical particle accelerators - sources of
energetic Cosmic Rays. Pulsars are known to accelerate electrons and positrons to high energies
(⇠ 1012 eV). These energetic particles stream away from the pulsar in a wind and occupy a region around the pulsar known as the nebula. Pulsar wind nebulae are among the most common
astrophysical sources known in very-high-energy (VHE, ⇠ 1012 eV) gamma-ray astronomy. This
project will investigate a potential discovery of a new gamma-ray source - is there a nebula around
the pulsar PSR J1828-1101?

HESS J1828-111 : A New Pulsar Wind Nebula?
This project will analyse data from the H.E.S.S. experiment, where indications for a new gammaray source have been seen. The aim is to confirm the detection of this emission, characterise
the properties and determine its origin. Can the new source - tentatively called “HESS J1828111” based on its co-ordinates in the H.E.S.S. data - be described by a model of the expected
behaviour from pulsar wind nebulae?
You will develop programming and data analysis skills, whilst gaining a deeper knowledge of the
physics of pulsar wind nebulae.
Physics topics related to this work:
• High Energy Astrophysics
• Gamma-ray Astronomy
• Pulsar environments

• Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
Skills acquired during this work:
• Python programming

• Gamma-ray data analysis

• Astrophysical source modelling
Interested? Please get in touch:
• Dr. Alison Mitchell
alison.mw.mitchell@fau.de
Büro 317, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1

Composite multi-wavelength image of the Crab pulsar wind nebula.

Master’s Thesis
Spring 2022

M31 - also known as Andromeda - is the closest Galaxy to our own. Recent evidence has emerged for a gamma-ray halo around M31 seen by the Fermi-LAT satellite, although we do not yet
know if the gamma-ray emission reaches high enough energies to be detected by ground-based
telescopes. The origin of this halo is unknown - it could be dark matter, or it could be a Cosmic
Ray driven wind. This project will model these scenarios and predict the expected gamma-ray
signal - can we distinguish between the two origins?

A Gamma-ray Halo around other Galaxies - Dark Matter or Cosmic Rays?
This project will model the emission detected from M31 under two scenarios - a dark matter halo
and a cosmic ray driven wind. The model for M31 can then be extrapolated to high energies and
to other galaxies. Would the emission be detectable by ground-based telescopes? Which other
Galaxies are the most promising targets that we should look at, if a similar physical process to M31
is at work there as well? The predicted gamma-ray signals will be compared to the performance
of current and future experimental facilities. Knowing how long telescopes would need to observe
to detect the predicted signal enables us to devise observation strategies.
You will develop programming and modelling skills, whilst gaining a deeper knowledge of astroparticle physics.
Physics topics related to this work:
• High Energy Astrophysics
• Gamma-ray Astronomy
• Cosmic Ray physics
• Dark Matter halo

Skills acquired during this work:
• Python programming

• Astrophysical modelling
Interested? Please get in touch:
• Dr. Alison Mitchell
alison.mw.mitchell@fau.de
Büro 317, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1

Optical image of the M31 (Andromeda) Galaxy

Master’s Thesis
Spring 2022

‘Nova’ comes from Latin meaning ‘new’ and was used by astronomers to refer ‘new stars’ - stars
that suddenly appear in the sky. Nowadays we know more about novae - they typically occur in
binary star systems, comprised of a compact White Dwarf and a massive companion star (Main
sequence or Red Giant). The compact star accretes material from the massive star - until enough
material accumulates to ignite a thermonuclear explosion on the surface of the White Dwarf. The
resulting outburst can sometimes be bright enough to see with the naked eye - as it was in August
2021. Expanding shocks from the explosion accelerate particles to high energies – producing
detectable gamma-ray emission.
This project will build a model to describe the 2021 outburst of the Recurrent Nova RS Ophiuchi
and make predictions for the gamma-ray emission from other Novae, past and future.

The 2021 outburst of RS Ophiuchi – predicting gamma-ray emission from
Novae
This project will adapt modelling code used by the H.E.S.S. collaboration to describe the 2021
outburst of RS Ophiuchi, written using the out-dated Fortran90 programming language, into a
python package shareable via the platform GitHub. After verifying the package by reproducing
the model plots, the aim is to model other Novae, past and future. What are the most favourable
conditions for particle acceleration in Nova outbursts?
You will develop programming and modelling skills, whilst gaining a deeper knowledge of the
physics of novae.
Physics topics related to this work:
• High Energy Astrophysics
• Gamma-ray Astronomy

• Binary star systems & Novae

• Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
Skills acquired during this work:
• Python programming

• Astrophysical source modelling
Interested? Please get in touch:
• Dr. Alison Mitchell, alison.mw.mitchell@fau.de
Büro 317, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1

Artists impression of the RS Oph binary system.

Master’s Thesis
Spring 2022

Within the last 3 years, over 2000 Starlink satellites have been launched by the company Space X
to delivery high speed internet around the globe, with up to 42,000 planned in total. To the consternation of astronomers, these satellites are highly reflective and have been disrupting astronomical
data taking from ground-based telescopes around the globe. Studies of the impact on other optical
facilities have found a steady increase in the proportion of affected data.
This project will investigate the impact of the Starlink satellites on the H.E.S.S. experiment, a
ground-based gamma-ray facility comprised of five Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes.

How disruptive are the Starlink Satellites to gamma-ray astronomy?
This project will investigate the impact of Starlink satellites on data from the H.E.S.S. experiment.
Bright optical satellites can leave a transient optical signal in the cameras, or even be bright
enough to cause pixels in the cameras to temporarily turn-off. You will first develop a method to
search for such signals in the data and match these to known transit times of Starlink satellites.
Applying this method to astrophysical observations over several years, the aim is to investigate if
the level of disruption has increased over time, and if it changes with direction of observation or
time during the night.
You will develop programming and data analysis skills, whilst gaining a deeper knowledge of
detector physics.
Physics topics related to this work:
• Detector Physics

• Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
Skills acquired during this work:
• Data Analysis

• C++ & programming
Interested? Please get in touch:
• Dr. Alison Mitchell
alison.mw.mitchell@fau.de
Büro 317, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1

Trails left by Starlink satellites in data from the Lowell observatory. (c. Victoria Girgis)

Bachelor & Master thesis
Spring 2022

The High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) is a system of imaging atmospheric Cherenkov
telescopes situated in the Khomas Highlands in Namibia. The H.E.S.S. telescopes observe the
night sky in the high-energy gamma regime (from 0.03 to 100 TeV), studying fascinating objects
such as pulsars, binary stars and supernovae within our Galaxy and powerful sources such as
active galactic nuclei, blazars or radio galaxies outside of our Galaxy.

Analysis of moonlight & twilight data of H.E.S.S.
The Cherenkov light flashes detected by the H.E.S.S. telescopes are extremely faint, therefore
the telescopes are normally operated only during complete dark time, i. e. when both the Sun
and the Moon are below the horizon. In order to grant more observation time and more importantly increased flexibility for observations of transient objects such as gamma-ray bursts, we have
extended the observations into twilight and moonlight time. Your task within this project will be
to analyze data taken during those times of higher sky brightness and to understand how they
behave compared to data taken during traditional dark time.
Physics topics related to this work:
• High-energy astrophysics

• Gamma-ray astronomy with imaging air Cherenkov telescopes
Skills acquired during this work:
• (Statistical) Analysis of astronomical data

• Programming in Python or a language of your choice

• Experience working in a large, international experimental collaboration
Interested? Please get in touch:
• Dr. Alison Mitchell, alison.mw.mitchell@fau.de
Büro 317, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1

Bachelor / Master’s thesis

cherenkov
telescope
array

Summer 2022
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) is the next generation of telescope systems to observe
high-energy gamma rays. In line with CTA, the ECAP/work group of Stefan Funk takes an active part in the development of a front-end electronics, based on the sampling and trigger ASIC
(application-specific integrated circuit) TARGET (TeV array readout and Event Trigger). This is to
take over the digitization of silicon photomultiplier signals in the Small Size Telescope Cameras
(SSTCam).

Bachelor thesis
• Measurement of the TARGET’s analog bandwidth
• In-depth study of the CTC’s ”cell 32 anomaly”
• Characterisation of trigger and read-out chain of the newest TARGET ASIC generation

Master’s thesis
• Optimization of the CTC timing parameters and time-base calibration
• Automatize TARGET module calibration process
Physics topics related to this work
• Ground based gamma ray telescopes
• State-of-the-art electronics
Skills acquired during this work
• Statistical analysis of data
• Programming in Python
• Understanding of electronics instruments
Interested? Please get in touch!
• Adrian Zink, adrian.zink@fau.de
Büro 323, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1
• Prof. Stefan Funk, s.funk@fau.de
Büro 219, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1

Bachelor/Master Theses
Spring 2022
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) will be the largest ground-based gamma-ray experiment
ever built. It will reach sensitivities that are improved by 10 times with respect to currently running
experiments. This can be achieved by the interplay of telescopes of different types. We are deeply
involved among others in the development and characterization of the FlashCam camera one of
the camera designs of one of the telescope types. We take an active part in the optimization,
testing and production of the photosensor modules and the characterization of the photosensors
(PMTs).

Bachelor/Master Thesis: Characterization of photosensors of CTA
The performance of cameras strongly dependent on the photosenors (in case of FlashCam:
PMTs). At ECAP we have designed and build a test setup to characterise the PMTs. This allows us to determine their quality. During the master / bachelor thesis sthe systematic in the
characterization of the PMTs will be determined.
Physics topics related to this work:
• High-energy astrophysics
• Ground-based gamma-ray astronomy
• Photodetectors
Skills acquired during this work:
• Statistical analysis of data
• Programming in C++
• Understanding of electronics instrument
Interested? Please get in touch:
• PD Dr.Ira Jung-Richardt, ira.jung@fau.de
Büro 311, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1
• Prof. Dr. Stefan Funk, s.funk@fau.de
Büro 219, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1

